Freeze casting under external fields (magnetic, electric, or acoustic) produces porous materials having local, regional, and global microstructural order in specific directions. In freeze casting, porosity is typically formed by the directional solidification of a liquid colloidal suspension. Adding external fields to the process allows for structured nucleation of ice and manipulation of particles during solidification. External control over the distribution of particles is governed by a competition of forces between constitutional supercooling and electromagnetism or acoustic radiation. Here, we review studies that apply external fields to create porous ceramics with different microstructural patterns, gradients, and anisotropic alignments. The resulting materials possess distinct gradient, core-shell, ring, helical, or long-range alignment and enhanced anisotropic mechanical properties.
Introduction
Porosity in ceramics offers many potential advantages, making them lightweight, ideal for filtration and insulation [1, 2] , useful in tissue engineering [3, 4] , high-performance structural applications [5] , catalysis [6] , gas distributors, fuel cells and batteries [7, 8] . Common processing methods to fabricate porous synthetic materials include template replication [9, 10] , direct foaming [11, 12] , 3D-printing [13, 14] , sol-gel methods [15, 16] or electrospinning [17] . All of these processing routes have varying limitations, including a narrow range of pore characteristics [18] ; difficult removal of pore-forming agents and binders [19, 20] ; costly, intricate and high pressure components [21] ; additive toxicity, long drying times and troublesome polymerization reactions [22, 23] ; the presence of impurities [24, 25] ; and shrinkage and drying stresses [26, 27] . Freeze casting is a relatively simple alternative that overcomes many of these limitations for fabricating porous anisotropic ceramics [28] [29] [30] , polymers [31, 32] , metals [33, 34] or composites [35, 36] , often exhibiting high compressive properties [37] . This method has potential applications in cryobiology [38] , remediation of contaminated media [39, 40] , chemical analyses [41] , liquid chromatography [42] , energy storage [43, 44] , photocatalysis [45, 46] , sensors [47, 48] , pharmaceuticals [49] and the food industry [50, 51] . [76] .
In this review, we highlight important aspects of external field assisted freeze casting, focusing on the theory and experimental results. In Section 2, we explain constitutional supercooling, which is due to freezing point depression caused by premelting, curvature effects, and the external fields. In Section 3, the dominant forces exerted on particles during freeze casting under external fields are introduced. Finally, in Section 4, we review experimental observations made to date on freeze casting under external electric, magnetic, and acoustic fields.
Constitutional Supercooling
When a liquid, or slurry of colloidal particles, contacts a freezing surface, a temperature gradient forms close to the cold surface, leading to the directional growth of ice (or other solvent crystals) [98] . At slow freezing velocities, particles and solute molecules are repelled from the ice front and agglomerate along a planar liquid-solid interface [99, 100] . At faster freezing velocities, thermo-morphological instabilities cause lamellar or dendritic layers of ice to form at the interface [101] , a phenomenon reminiscent of directional solidification in binary alloys [102, 103] . Figure 2a compares planar and layered ice growth. The morphology of these layers (lamellar versus dendritic) depends on the freezing velocity [104, 105] as well as the particle/solute concentration in the slurry [106] [107] [108] . At the liquid-solid interface, particle agglomeration depresses the freezing point of the suspension, similar to how salting is used to melt ice in winter [109] . Assuming a linear temperature gradient in the slurry, particles/solute decrease the chemical potential of the solvent, lowering its freezing point (see Figure 2b ) [101, 109] . This is known as constitutional supercooling-i.e., "supercooling" that results from adding "constituents" to a solution. In this metastable condition, perturbations at the liquid-solid interface cause ice to grow in the form of lamellae [110] , while, in the absence of supercooling, perturbations melt back into the planar Figure 2 . Constitutional supercooling and freezing point depression. (a) Planar and layered interfaces at slower and faster solidification velocities, respectively, where increased freezing velocities produce morphological instabilities that form ice lamellae. (b) Slurry temperature and freezing point as functions of particle/solute concentration at the interface, where agglomeration at the interface depresses the freezing point; supercooling occurs when the slurry temperature falls below the freezing point temperature profile (thickness of the supercooled region is exaggerated for illustration). (c) Repulsive ( ) and resistive ( ) forces caused by van der Waals and viscous effects on a particle at the ice front, illustrating the interfacial free energies ( ) in the premelted layer between the particle and ice caused by a local pressure drop at the interface. Images in (a) are 3 mm wide, adapted from [101] .
External fields can change the morphology of hydrogen-bonded chains formed in supercooled water [83, 84] . By decreasing the temperature under an external field, these H2O chains (often in the form of rings) lead to structured ice nucleation events [141] . Under static magnetic fields, hydrogenbonded rings are thought to become smaller, leading to decreased viscosity and finer crystal growth [84, 141] . However, the addition of magnetite (Fe3O4) to pure water (as in magnetic freeze casting) promotes ice nucleation since the magnetite particles act as nucleation sites. In contrast, oscillating magnetic fields disrupt the ability of water molecules to nucleate on the surface of disturbed magnetite, thereby promoting supercooling [142, 143] . Under electric fields, the rings become larger, leading to increased viscosity and aligned crystal growth [83, 141] . This promotes nucleation and increases the freezing point temperature, a process known as electrofreezing [144] . Under properly aligned acoustic fields, a standing ultrasound wave field can form where the acoustic radiation force creates a standing pressure wave [145] [146] [147] . This standing pressure wave results in distinct nodes of high and low pressure, which can often be visually observed as water molecules are forced to low pressure regions of the standing wave.
For comparison, Figure 3 shows electron micrographs of scaffolds formed by freezing ceramic colloidal particles under different external field conditions [82, 86] . As seen, magnetic fields tend to decrease the pore size, due to the formation of smaller ice crystals, compared to a non-magnetized slurry. In contrast, electric fields tend to align and increase pore size. Understanding pressure waves, acoustic fields cause particles to migrate to low pressure regions, creating alternating zones of high and low particle concentrations, leading to high and low density bands.
Dominant Forces

Forces Exerted During Solidification
Historically, two approaches explain the repulsive forces between a particle and the ice front. Uhlmann et al. [148] , Bolling and Cisse [149] , and Gilpin [115, 150] proposed that the presence of a particle close to an ice interface lowers the chemical potential of the liquid intervening between the particle and ice, causing flow of liquid from outside this region to push the particle away from the interface. On the other hand, Chernov et al. [151] recognized that intermolecular interactions are responsible; these include van der Waals and electrostatic forces [54, 120] . When an ice front approaches a particle, these intermolecular interactions become dominant at ~10 −8 -10 −7 m, resulting in a net repulsive force pushing the particle away from the interface (see Figure 2c ). For non-retarded van der Waals interactions, the repulsive force per unit area is given by [54, 152] : (a) Planar and layered interfaces at slower and faster solidification velocities, respectively, where increased freezing velocities produce morphological instabilities that form ice lamellae. (b) Slurry temperature and freezing point as functions of particle/solute concentration at the interface, where agglomeration at the interface depresses the freezing point; supercooling occurs when the slurry temperature falls below the freezing point temperature profile (thickness of the supercooled region is exaggerated for illustration). (c) Repulsive (F r ) and resistive (F µ ) forces caused by van der Waals and viscous effects on a particle at the ice front, illustrating the interfacial free energies (γ) in the premelted layer between the particle and ice caused by a local pressure drop at the interface. Images in (a) are 3 mm wide, adapted from [101] .
Freezing point depression by supercooling at the interface is due to premelting, curvature effects and the effect of external fields (i.e., magnetic, electric, and acoustic). Premelting is the existence of a thin layer of liquid (2-10 nm [115] ) between ice and foreign material below the bulk melting temperature (e.g., 0 • C for water) [116] [117] [118] . The slipperiness of ice, for example, is due to this premelted layer [119] . It occurs due to van der Waals interactions [120, 121] between the ice and foreign material molecules at the surface. A mismatch of atomic spacing at the ice-particle interface causes stress in the substrate (i.e., particle) near the interface so that energy is stored in the substrate. Introducing a liquid layer between the ice and particle relaxes these stresses and decreases the free energy of the system [122] . To explain, in the case that ice is in direct contact with a particle, the free energy of the solid-particle (ice-particle) interface is γ sp . However, if a layer of liquid intervenes between the ice and particle, then the free energy of the interface is (γ ls + γ l p ), where γ ls and γ l p are the liquid-solid (water-ice) and liquid-particle (water-particle) free energies. For many materials, it happens that:
where the free energy of a wetted interface is less than that of a dry interface [123] , and premelting occurs (see Figure 2c ). An interesting phenomenon in the premelted layer is a pressure difference that exists between the ice and premelted layer. Ice and water are at equilibrium at 0 • C and 1 atm. However, for temperatures below the melting point, the pressures of liquid water (the premelted layer) and ice are different at equilibrium. This pressure difference is given by [124] :
where P m is the premelt pressure, P s is the ice pressure, q m is latent heat of melting, ρ l is the liquid density, T m is the melting temperature, and T is the actual temperature. The pressure of the premelted layer is less at lower temperatures due to a phenomenon called cryosuction [125] [126] [127] , causing the premelted layer to migrate from higher to lower temperature [121, 128] (a phenomenon responsible for frost heaving in soil [127] ). Another reason for freezing point depression is interfacial curvature effects. When an ice front approaches a particle, its planar interface is deformed (see Figure 2c) . According to the Young-Laplace equation, there is a pressure difference at the curved interface, which results in a lower freezing point (i.e., the Gibbs-Thompson effect [129] [130] [131] ). Therefore, the slurry temperature at the interface is given by [132] :
where κ is the mean curvature, σ is the surface tension between the ice and water, q m is the latent heat of melting, ρ s is the density of ice, T m is the melting temperature, d is the premelted layer thickness, λ is a length scale proportional to the interaction strength, and the exponent v depends on the type of intermolecular interactions [130, [132] [133] [134] . The second term on the right-hand side is due to the curvature effect, while the third term is due to premelting effects. External fields can also alter the freezing point of water because it is a strongly polar, weakly diamagnetic molecule [135] . In its liquid state, H 2 O molecules form loose networks of ring-like structures of various shape and size [135] . To freeze, the water molecules must rearrange to initiate the nucleation of ice crystals [136] . In the absence of any nucleating agents (homogeneous nucleation), water becomes supercooled and can exist as a liquid, as low as -41 • C [137] . However, freezing is often initiated by foreign substrates (heterogeneous nucleation), where water molecules aggregate onto a substrate surface, forming ice nuclei [138] . In freeze casting, for instance, the initial cold surface and dispersed particles typically act as ice nucleators [139, 140] .
External fields can change the morphology of hydrogen-bonded chains formed in supercooled water [83, 84] . By decreasing the temperature under an external field, these H 2 O chains (often in the form of rings) lead to structured ice nucleation events [141] . Under static magnetic fields, hydrogen-bonded rings are thought to become smaller, leading to decreased viscosity and finer crystal growth [84, 141] . However, the addition of magnetite (Fe 3 O 4 ) to pure water (as in magnetic freeze casting) promotes ice nucleation since the magnetite particles act as nucleation sites. In contrast, oscillating magnetic fields disrupt the ability of water molecules to nucleate on the surface of disturbed magnetite, thereby promoting supercooling [142, 143] . Under electric fields, the rings become larger, leading to increased viscosity and aligned crystal growth [83, 141] . This promotes nucleation and increases the freezing point temperature, a process known as electrofreezing [144] . Under properly aligned acoustic fields, a standing ultrasound wave field can form where the acoustic radiation force creates a standing pressure wave [145] [146] [147] . This standing pressure wave results in distinct nodes of high and low pressure, which can often be visually observed as water molecules are forced to low pressure regions of the standing wave.
For comparison, Figure 3 shows electron micrographs of scaffolds formed by freezing ceramic colloidal particles under different external field conditions [82, 86] . As seen, magnetic fields tend to decrease the pore size, due to the formation of smaller ice crystals, compared to a non-magnetized slurry. In contrast, electric fields tend to align and increase pore size. Understanding pressure waves, acoustic fields cause particles to migrate to low pressure regions, creating alternating zones of high and low particle concentrations, leading to high and low density bands. 
where is the Hamaker constant for the interaction between ice and a particle with the premelting layer intervening, and are the density and melting latent heat of ice, is the thickness of the premelted layer, and is a length proportional to the interaction strength [54] . This repulsive force is also known as the thermomolecular pressure [153, 154] , or disjoining pressure, in the context of wetting [155, 156] . Integrating over the deformed interface will yield the total repulsive force on the particle [132] :
where is the particle radius and is the upper limit of film thickness between the ice and particle, which is much greater than the thickness of the premelted layer beneath the particle. The pressure distributed around the particle also causes a resistive force, known as the lubrication force [54, 157] :
where is the liquid viscosity, is the particle velocity, and is the thickness of the film between the particle and ice front. At slow freezing velocities, the repulsive force is dominant and particles are repelled from the interface. At faster freezing velocities, the resistive force is dominant and the particle-ice gap decreases, such that the flow of water is diminished and the particle is trapped by In all images, the freezing direction is out of the page; the magnetic and electric fields are oriented vertically, and the acoustic field is oriented radially (from bottom to top). Scale bars are: (a-c) 2 mm; and (d) 1 mm. Adapted from [82, 86] .
Dominant Forces
Forces Exerted During Solidification
Historically, two approaches explain the repulsive forces between a particle and the ice front. Uhlmann et al. [148] , Bolling and Cisse [149] , and Gilpin [115, 150] proposed that the presence of a particle close to an ice interface lowers the chemical potential of the liquid intervening between the particle and ice, causing flow of liquid from outside this region to push the particle away from the interface. On the other hand, Chernov et al. [151] recognized that intermolecular interactions are responsible; these include van der Waals and electrostatic forces [54, 120] . When an ice front approaches a particle, these intermolecular interactions become dominant at~10 −8 -10 −7 m, resulting in a net repulsive force pushing the particle away from the interface (see Figure 2c ). For non-retarded van der Waals interactions, the repulsive force per unit area is given by [54, 152] :
where A is the Hamaker constant for the interaction between ice and a particle with the premelting layer intervening, ρ s and q m are the density and melting latent heat of ice, d is the thickness of the premelted layer, and λ is a length proportional to the interaction strength [54] . This repulsive force is also known as the thermomolecular pressure [153, 154] , or disjoining pressure, in the context of wetting [155, 156] . Integrating P T over the deformed interface will yield the total repulsive force on the particle [132] :
where R is the particle radius and θ c is the upper limit of film thickness between the ice and particle, which is much greater than the thickness of the premelted layer beneath the particle. The pressure distributed around the particle also causes a resistive force, known as the lubrication force [54, 157] :
where µ is the liquid viscosity, U is the particle velocity, and d is the thickness of the film between the particle and ice front. At slow freezing velocities, the repulsive force is dominant and particles are repelled from the interface. At faster freezing velocities, the resistive force is dominant and the particle-ice gap decreases, such that the flow of water is diminished and the particle is trapped by the ice front. Generally, in freeze cast scaffolds, repelled particles form lamellar walls, whereas trapped particles form transverse bridges (see Figure 1c ,d). Note, however, that most studies on these forces focus on the case of dilute solutions. In slurries with higher particle concentrations, there are forces from neighboring particles in addition to the repulsive and resistive forces from the ice front [75, 158] . In such cases, the mode of instability changes from Mullins-Serkerka to local split and global split modes [111, 159] .
Forces Exerted by External Fields
Magnetic Force and Torque
When a magnetic particle is placed in a magnetic field, a magnetic torque is exerted on the particle. This torque is given by:
where m is the magnetic moment and B is the magnetic field. This magnetic torque aligns particles with anisotropic geometries or magnetic properties with the field direction [160] . On the other hand, if an applied magnetic field is non-uniform, a field gradient forms and exerts a force on magnetic particles. This force is given by:
where ∇ is the del operator. For a particle of radius a and magnetic susceptibility χ p suspended in a medium of magnetic susceptibility χ f , the force exerted on the particle is [161, 162] :
where µ 0 is vacuum permeability and H is the magnetic field from Ampere's law, defined as H ≡
Electric Force and Torque
Similar to magnetic fields, electric fields exert torque on polarized particles causing them to align with the field direction, given by:
where p is the dipole moment and E is the electric field. Under non-uniform electric fields, however, the force on a particle is given by [93, 162] : where ε 0 is vacuum permittivity, ε f is the effective dielectric constant, and V P is the particle volume.
Acoustic Force
Acoustic, ultrasound pressure waves can also orient and position particles. This process, known as ultrasound directed self-assembly has been shown to effectively align a variety of colloidal particles and organisms, including bacteria cells and carbon nanotubes [165] [166] [167] . When radiated pressure waves (i.e., sound waves) are absorbed or reflected by particles suspended in water, they exert a force on the particles [147] . At specific frequencies, radiated and reflected waves superimpose and cancel each other out, producing pressure nodes [162] . At other distances, these waves strengthen each other and create anti-nodes. As a result, standing waves form in the medium with high and low pressure regions. This standing wave creates an acoustic radiation potential given by [82] :
where r p is the particle radius; c m and c p are the liquid medium and particle sound propagation velocities, respectively; and ρ m and ρ p are the densities of the medium and particle, respectively. Further, k = 2π/λ is the wave number, where λ is the wavelength of a standing ultrasound wave field; J 0 and J 1 are the zeroth and first order Bessel functions, respectively; and p 2 = P 0 2 J 0 (kr)/2 is the time-averaged pressure where P 0 is the amplitude of the standing wave field. The acoustic radiation force is found by taking the negative gradient of the acoustic potential:
This force pushes suspended particles toward the minimum of acoustic radiation potential, causing agglomerations of particles in those areas.
Resistive Forces
In all cases, external fields must compete with thermal, gravitational, and viscous forces to align or position suspended particles. The magnitudes of all mentioned forces (Equations (10), (12) and (14)) depend on particle size and geometry. As an example, Figure 4 shows different particle behaviors under external magnetic fields. For smaller particles, thermal energies (Brownian motion) are usually stronger than the magnetic torque and no specific alignment is observed, while for largely anisotropic particles, gravitational forces are dominant and particles tend to align horizontally. Thus, particles within specific size ranges are desired for external field alignment [168] . Viscous forces are also important in dynamic systems where particles move/rotate at higher velocities. For example, Erb et al. [169] applied rotating magnetic fields to a solution of surface-magnetized platelets suspended in a fluid. They observed a synced rotation of platelets at lower frequencies but found that viscous forces dominate at higher frequencies causing the platelets to align parallel to the plane of rotation (see Figure 4a, 
d).
Other mechanisms of patterning/alignment include particle clustering and chaining [170, 171] . These are driven by global attraction/repulsion of particles under gradient fields or local attraction between neighboring particles under near-uniform fields. The resulting distributions of two-phase particle suspensions consisting of magnetic and non-magnetic particles, for instance, are in the form of migrated gradient particle clusters (Figure 4b ,e) or uniformly aligned particle chains (Figure 4c,f) .
These experimental observations are consistent with Monte Carlo simulations of magnetite particles in a nonmagnetic slurry. In Figure 4e ,f (for illustrative purposes), Peng et al. [170, 171] investigated two-dimensional simulations of particle mixtures under uniform and gradient magnetic fields considering the effects of magnetite-field interactions, magnetite-nonmagnetic particle interactions, and repulsive forces due to overlapping steric layers; Brownian and dynamic motions were neglected. They found that magnetic particles migrate and cluster under gradient fields, while they form linear chains under uniform fields. By increasing the magnetic field strength, magnetite concentration and particle size, the length of clusters/chains increased, whereas increasing the concentration of non-magnetic particles decreased the length of clusters/chains. Note that, when interactions between magnetite and a magnetic field are dominant, magnetite particles align in the direction of the field, whereas, when interactions between neighboring magnetite particles are dominant, other patterns form [172, 173] . Under gradient fields, magnetite particles migrate toward higher fields [171] . Increasing the size of magnetite particles enhances cluster formation, yet hinders migration, similar to the effect of increasing the concentration of non-magnetic particles [171] . 
Experimental Observations
Typical freeze cast experiments produce scaffolds on the order of centimeters (10 −2 m) with pores generally on the order of microns (10 −6 m). As a result, their pore distributions and orientations are typically transversely homogenous and random (perpendicular to the freezing direction), resulting in relatively low compressive properties. Over the last decade, however, several reports have demonstrated the use of external fields to create freeze cast scaffolds with varying pore morphologies and degrees of long-range alignments or gradients patterns [65, 73, 76, 80] . Notably, magnetic, electric, and acoustic fields applied transverse or parallel to the ice growth direction can be tuned to independently control the alignment, chaining or clustering of particles, resulting in aligned scaffold walls/bridges or variations in pore density/morphology. For comparison, Figure 5 shows representative electron micrographs of gradient patterns and aligned bridges and walls formed by magnetic freeze casting. Electric and ultrasound freeze casting are not as well explored, but yield similar alignment mechanisms, as discussed below. Table 1 provides a summary outline of all publications on field assisted (magnetic, electric, or acoustic) freeze casting to date. 
Gradient Patterning
Magnetic Fields
Experimental Observations
Typical freeze cast experiments produce scaffolds on the order of centimeters (10 −2 m) with pores generally on the order of microns (10 −6 m). As a result, their pore distributions and orientations are typically transversely homogenous and random (perpendicular to the freezing direction), resulting in relatively low compressive properties. Over the last decade, however, several reports have demonstrated the use of external fields to create freeze cast scaffolds with varying pore morphologies and degrees of long-range alignments or gradients patterns [65, 73, 76, 80] . Notably, magnetic, electric, and acoustic fields applied transverse or parallel to the ice growth direction can be tuned to independently control the alignment, chaining or clustering of particles, resulting in aligned scaffold walls/bridges or variations in pore density/morphology. For comparison, Figure 5 shows representative electron micrographs of gradient patterns and aligned bridges and walls formed by magnetic freeze casting. Electric and ultrasound freeze casting are not as well explored, but yield similar alignment mechanisms, as discussed below. Table 1 provides a summary outline of all publications on field assisted (magnetic, electric, or acoustic) freeze casting to date. yielded decreased pore sizes with no effect on alignment. Under an axial field parallel to the solidification direction, created by a permanent ring magnet, the resulting scaffolds had three banded regions of low-density (Fe3O4 poor), high-density (Fe3O4 rich) core-shell architectures [64] (Figure 6a ) because the field strengths close to the magnet/mold surfaces are stronger (at the north-south interface and extreme ends) than near the centers of each pole. In a mixture of Fe3O4 and ZrO2 (diamagnetic) particles, the Fe3O4 particles migrated toward these higher field regions, increasing the Fe3O4 concentrations, resulting in a brownish color, higher density, and axially aligned pores.
Similarly, radial-like fields were created by arranging eight alternating-pole magnets around a freeze cast mold containing a mixture of Fe3O4 and ZrO2 particles [64] (see Figure 6b) . This configuration generated a concentric magnetic field along the outer perimeter of the mold, resulting in a continuous core-shell structure. In the thinner shell layer (~750 µm), lamellar walls were aligned radially following the magnetic field orientation. In the core region (~7.5 mm in diameter), no specific alignment or patterning of the microstructures was apparent.
Lastly, rotating transverse fields, created by two permanent magnets rotated around the freezing axis, created helical banded structures in Fe3O4-ZrO2 scaffolds consisting of more dense iron-rich (brown) and less dense iron-poor (white) regions [76, 77] (see Figure 6c) . Increasing the rotation speed of the magnets decreased the thickness and orientation angle (with respect to the horizontal plane) of the reinforcing helices. Following a polymer-infusion step to make ceramic-polymer composites, the helix-reinforced materials showed enhanced torsional properties that varied with the helix angle (with those oriented at ~45° performing best) [77] . 
Gradient Patterning
Magnetic Fields
In contrast to the relatively weak magnetic fields generated by Helmholtz coils (discussed below) [74] , permanent magnets can be arranged in a variety of spatial orientations to form much stronger fields in various directions with respect to the ice growth direction. Although permanent magnets are generally less expensive and easier to implement than electromagnets, they also tend to produce large field gradients, resulting in scaffolds with different microstructural patterns (see Figure 6 ).
Under an axial field parallel to the solidification direction, created by a permanent ring magnet, the resulting scaffolds had three banded regions of low-density (Fe 3 O 4 poor), high-density (Fe 3 O 4 rich) core-shell architectures [64] (Figure 6a ) because the field strengths close to the magnet/mold surfaces are stronger (at the north-south interface and extreme ends) than near the centers of each pole. In a mixture of Fe 3 O 4 and ZrO 2 (diamagnetic) particles, the Fe 3 O 4 particles migrated toward these higher field regions, increasing the Fe 3 O 4 concentrations, resulting in a brownish color, higher density, and axially aligned pores.
Similarly, radial-like fields were created by arranging eight alternating-pole magnets around a freeze cast mold containing a mixture of Fe 3 O 4 and ZrO 2 particles [64] (see Figure 6b) . This configuration generated a concentric magnetic field along the outer perimeter of the mold, resulting in a continuous core-shell structure. In the thinner shell layer (~750 µm), lamellar walls were aligned radially following the magnetic field orientation. In the core region (~7.5 mm in diameter), no specific alignment or patterning of the microstructures was apparent.
Lastly, rotating transverse fields, created by two permanent magnets rotated around the freezing axis, created helical banded structures in Fe 3 O 4 -ZrO 2 scaffolds consisting of more dense iron-rich (brown) and less dense iron-poor (white) regions [76, 77] (see Figure 6c) . Increasing the rotation speed of the magnets decreased the thickness and orientation angle (with respect to the horizontal plane) of the reinforcing helices. Following a polymer-infusion step to make ceramic-polymer composites, the helix-reinforced materials showed enhanced torsional properties that varied with the helix angle (with those oriented at~45 • performing best) [77] . 
Electric Fields
As shown above (Figure 3 ), high electric fields (~150 kV/m) oriented transverse to the ice growth direction produced long-range alignment of lamellar walls by structuring water molecules into large ring-like chains [86] . Increasing the field strength increased the cross-sectional depth to which the lamellar walls were affected; at lower field strengths (<50 kV/m) only the outer edges of scaffolds (closest to the poles) were aligned parallel to the field. Because water is strongly polar [174] , the electric field acts as a pseudo-temperature gradient causing the growing ice crystals to follow its path (see Figure 7a,c) .
In contrast, applying electric fields parallel to the solidification direction in a slurry of Al2O3 particles led to the formation of bilayer scaffolds consisting of a thin dense layer that became more porous from the bottom up (see Figure 7b,d) [73] . Measurements showed that the Al2O3 particles were negatively charged. Thus, the electric field attracted the Al2O3 particles toward the base of the solution, increasing the local particle concentration. Increasing the electrical field strength increased the thickness of the dense layer. In related work [72] , a strong electric field was applied parallel to the solidification direction of an H2O2 solution. In these scaffolds, both lamellar and spherical pores were formed. Lamellar pores were formed by the growing ice columns, while spherical pores were formed by the decomposition of H2O2 into H2O and O2. Increasing the field from 0 to 90 kV/m resulted in increased lamellar and spherical pore diameters [72] .
Acoustic Fields
Applying ultrasound acoustic waves during freeze casting creates circular standing waves that radiate through the slurry (see Figure 8a ). This exerts an acoustic force on the particles, which pushes them into the local minimum of acoustic radiation potential, , given by Equation (13) . The resulting scaffolds have dense/porous rings distributed through the cross-section (Figure 8b,c) [82] . Vickers hardness measurements showed that dense regions have enhanced hardness compared to the more porous regions and scaffolds made without acoustic radiation. The number and spacing between the rings can be controlled by altering the applied operating frequency of the transducer. 
Electric Fields
As shown above (Figure 3) , high electric fields (~150 kV/m) oriented transverse to the ice growth direction produced long-range alignment of lamellar walls by structuring water molecules into large ring-like chains [86] . Increasing the field strength increased the cross-sectional depth to which the lamellar walls were affected; at lower field strengths (<50 kV/m) only the outer edges of scaffolds (closest to the poles) were aligned parallel to the field. Because water is strongly polar [174] , the electric field acts as a pseudo-temperature gradient causing the growing ice crystals to follow its path (see Figure 7a,c) .
In contrast, applying electric fields parallel to the solidification direction in a slurry of Al 2 O 3 particles led to the formation of bilayer scaffolds consisting of a thin dense layer that became more porous from the bottom up (see Figure 7b,d) [73] . Measurements showed that the Al 2 O 3 particles were negatively charged. Thus, the electric field attracted the Al 2 O 3 particles toward the base of the solution, increasing the local particle concentration. Increasing the electrical field strength increased the thickness of the dense layer. In related work [72] , a strong electric field was applied parallel to the solidification direction of an H 2 O 2 solution. In these scaffolds, both lamellar and spherical pores were formed. Lamellar pores were formed by the growing ice columns, while spherical pores were formed by the decomposition of H 2 O 2 into H 2 O and O 2. Increasing the field from 0 to 90 kV/m resulted in increased lamellar and spherical pore diameters [72] .
Acoustic Fields
Applying ultrasound acoustic waves during freeze casting creates circular standing waves that radiate through the slurry (see Figure 8a ). This exerts an acoustic force on the particles, which pushes them into the local minimum of acoustic radiation potential, U a , given by Equation (13) . The resulting scaffolds have dense/porous rings distributed through the cross-section (Figure 8b,c) [82] . Vickers hardness measurements showed that dense regions have enhanced hardness compared to the more porous regions and scaffolds made without acoustic radiation. The number and spacing between the rings can be controlled by altering the applied operating frequency of the transducer. 
Microstructural Alignment
Lamellar walls and transverse bridges are two primary microstructural features of ceramic scaffolds made by freeze casting. Depending on the magnetic susceptibility and size of particles and the magnetic field strength and uniformity, wall or bridge alignments have been observed. Scaffolds made by Al 2 O 3 , ZrO 2 , and hydroxyapatite (HA), which are all diamagnetic materials, showed bridge alignments parallel to the field direction [64, 76] . In these experiments, a near-uniform transverse magnetic field was created by two permanent magnets oriented on either side of the freezing slurries (similar to Figure 6c) , which contained mixtures of diamagnetic particles (Al 2 O 3 , ZrO 2 , or HA) and magnetite nanoparticles (~50 nm). Induced magnetic fields in the magnetite created local field gradients that attracted neighboring particles to form chain-like clusters [175] [176] [177] , similar to those formed in ferrofluids [178] [179] [180] . These clusters are easily entrapped by the advancing ice front resulting in aligned bridges that connect adjacent walls (see Figure 5c ) [64] . This is because the agglomeration of particles into chain-like clusters increases the apparent size of the "particles". The critical solidification velocity for particle entrapment to occur is given by:
where ∆σ 0 is the thermodynamic free energy of the system, a 0 is the mean distance between molecules in the premelted layer, η is the dynamic viscosity, and R is the critical particle radius that represents the apparent size of the particle clusters and chains. Note that the use of permanent magnets in these experiments led to the formation of gradient fields at higher field strengths when the magnetic poles were moved closer to one another [80] . At lower magnetic fields, the bridges were aligned, but relatively short. Increasing the field strength, increases particle-particle interactions, thereby lengthening bridges [64] . However, increasing the field strength further produced a gradient field, causing the magnetite to migrate toward the poles, decreasing bridge length and forming gradient patterns [80] .
In similar experiments, TiO 2, CeO 2 , and Y 2 O 3 (all paramagnetic materials) were mixed with magnetite nanoparticles (~50 nm) and freeze cast under static magnetic fields. For TiO 2 , the walls aligned parallel to the magnetic field direction at~120 mT [76] , while for CeO 2 and Y 2 O 3 , the bridges aligned parallel to the field [80] , similar to the behavior of the diamagnetic particles. The aligned bridges are formed by similar ice-entrapment mechanisms, as just described. The aligned lamellar walls, on the other hand, are likely due to magnetite-paramagnetic particle interactions that occur locally.
Used as a separation process in industry-magnetic adsorption-magnetite particles attract paramagnetic particles when placed in a magnetic field. Ebner et al. [177, 181, 182] theorized interactions between magnetite and paramagnetic particles under magnetic fields, considering electrostatic, van der Waals, viscous, and Brownian forces, when the magnetic force between the particles is given by [181, 182] :
where µ 0 is vacuum permeability, V P is the particle volume, and χ p and χ m are the magnetic susceptibilities of the particle and magnetite, respectively. As such, larger paramagnetic particles were adsorbed by magnetite, whereas Brownian motion was dominant for smaller particles, which were not adsorbed. The magnetic field strength also had a significant effect on adsorption, yet diminished quickly by reducing particle size. In contrast, repulsive electrostatic forces, van der Waals interactions, and magnetite particle size had negligible effects on adsorption. Repulsive electrostatic forces are due to the existence of acidic and basic groups within the magnetite and paramagnetic particles, which form charged surfaces when submerged in liquids with high dielectric constants, e.g. water [183] , where the magnitude of the force depends on the electrolyte concentration [182, 184] . Expanding on this work [184, 185] , Ebner et al. also showed particle arrays and individual particle interactions yield similar results.
When comparing paramagnetic particle mixtures (+Fe 3 O 4 ), the TiO 2 investigated in [76] was found to have a larger particle size than the CeO 2 and Y 2 O 3 investigated in [80] (~140 nm for TiO 2 compared to~50 nm and~70 nm for CeO 2 and Y 2 O 3 , approximated by scanning electron microscopy). Because of this size discrepancy, magnetic forces between magnetite and TiO 2 attract them together, where the alignment of magnetite particles also aligns TiO 2 particles parallel to the field direction. In CeO 2 and Y 2 O 3 , the smaller particle sizes cause Brownian motion to dominate, such that the magnetic force acts only on the magnetite, forming chain-like clusters that result in aligned bridges.
In an extended work, superparamagnetic magnetite was adsorbed on the surface of Al 2 O 3 particles with average sizes of 195 nm, 225 nm, and 350 nm [78, 79] . Under a magnetic field strength of 0-150 mT, the 350 nm particles showed better alignment at 75 mT. In another study, larger anisotropic particles (5 µm platelets) were investigated, and complete alignment of the particles was also observed at 75 mT [79] . These results are likely due to the fact that larger particles can overcome Brownian motion better, and increasing the magnetic field strength led to gradient fields that disrupted the alignment [79] .
In other recent work, Helmholtz coils were used to generate magnetic fields parallel to the solidification direction during freeze casting of surface-magnetized F 3 O 4 particles [74] . The parallel magnetic field decreased the porosity of the scaffolds and resulted in uniform lamellar wall alignment in the solidification direction [74] (in scaffolds under no field, the lamellar walls were tilted transversely due to the preferential growth orientation of ice [59] ). Compared with permanent magnets, it was shown that magnetic fields generated by Helmholtz coils were more uniformly distributed (with no/minimal field gradients).
Mechanical Properties
Adding external fields to freeze casting allows for controlled manipulation of particles during solidification, which has been observed to produce a variety of aligned microstructures leading to ceramic-based materials with enhanced mechanical properties. As examples, cylindrical composites formed by rotating magnetic fields were shown to produce helix-reinforcements that enhanced their torsional properties [77] ; and, acoustic fields were shown to produce concentric ring-like structures with gradient hardness distributions [82] . However, the most studied alignment mechanisms to date are those of lamellar walls and transverse bridges, leading to enhanced compressive properties parallel to the aligned features.
Lamellar wall alignments in freeze cast scaffolds enhance their compressive mechanical properties parallel to the field directions [76] . Under longitudinal fields oriented parallel to the freezing direction, the lamellar walls of Fe 3 O 4 scaffolds became more aligned parallel to the field/freezing direction resulting in an increase of 55% in both compressive strength and stiffness [74] . This is because agglomeration of particles throughout the lamellar walls and a decreased porosity reinforces the microstructures. In other work, magnetic and electric fields produced aligned lamellar walls, not only in the freezing direction but also in the transverse direction, parallel to the fields [76, 81] .
In the case of transverse magnetic fields, oriented perpendicular to the freezing direction, alignments of lamellar walls and bridges have been formed [76, 80] . In general, longer and thicker bridges that span multiple lamellae support greater compressive loads (see Figure 9a ,b) [64] . Increasing the concentration of Fe 3 O 4 in the slurry leads to enhanced compressive stiffness in the transverse direction, parallel to the magnetic field [64] . However, increasing bridge length often comes at the cost of slightly reduced wall length. Alternatively, lamellar walls are aligned in the transverse direction (parallel to the magnetic field) by either surface-magnetized or paramagnetic (TiO 2 ) particles that interact and align with the field. In the latter, TiO 2 particles were observed to produce scaffolds with aligned lamellar walls parallel to both the field and freezing directions [76] (see Figure 9c ). This also resulted in enhanced compressive properties transverse to the freezing direction with increased Fe 3 O 4 concentration and had a minimal effect on bridge length (see Figure 9d) . Mixtures of surface-magnetized particles and platelets showed similar wall alignment mechanisms [78] . It was found that a ratio of 7:1 particles (350 nm) to platelets (0.2 µm × 5 µm) produced better transverse alignment and higher compressive strength parallel to the field direction than other ratios [79] .
The enhanced transverse properties of scaffolds produced by slurries of magnetite mixtures or surface-magnetized solutions come with a trade-off in longitudinal properties. That is, increasing strength and stiffness parallel to the field direction leads to decreased strength and stiffness in the freezing direction [76] . Regardless, the deficit in compressive properties parallel to solidification is fairly insignificant with respect to the corresponding enhancement parallel to the field direction. To illustrate, permutated radar plots [186] are shown for the compressive properties of freeze cast scaffolds in three orthogonal directions: longitudinal (solidification), transverse (magnetic field), and lateral (see Figure 10 ). As seen, the increase in strength and stiffness parallel to the magnetic field direction is much greater than the corresponding decrease in the solidification direction. This suggests that external fields are attractive alternatives to remotely enhance the mechanical properties of freeze cast materials. The reason for this deficit in the solidification direction and enhancement in the transverse direction and their relative significance are fully investigated in other work [159, 187] . 9d). Mixtures of surface-magnetized particles and platelets showed similar wall alignment mechanisms [78] . It was found that a ratio of 7:1 particles (350 nm) to platelets (0.2 µm X 5 µm) produced better transverse alignment and higher compressive strength parallel to the field direction than other ratios [79] .
The enhanced transverse properties of scaffolds produced by slurries of magnetite mixtures or surface-magnetized solutions come with a trade-off in longitudinal properties. That is, increasing strength and stiffness parallel to the field direction leads to decreased strength and stiffness in the freezing direction [76] . Regardless, the deficit in compressive properties parallel to solidification is fairly insignificant with respect to the corresponding enhancement parallel to the field direction. To illustrate, permutated radar plots [186] are shown for the compressive properties of freeze cast scaffolds in three orthogonal directions: longitudinal (solidification), transverse (magnetic field), and lateral (see Figure 10 ). As seen, the increase in strength and stiffness parallel to the magnetic field direction is much greater than the corresponding decrease in the solidification direction. This suggests that external fields are attractive alternatives to remotely enhance the mechanical properties of freeze cast materials. The reason for this deficit in the solidification direction and enhancement in the transverse direction and their relative significance are fully investigated in other work [159, 187] . 
Conclusions
In freeze casting, constitutional supercooling at the interface is responsible for lamellar/dendritic pattern formation of the ice during solidification. Supercooling occurs due to particle/solute agglomeration at the interface, which depresses the freezing point due to premelting and curvature effects. Rejection of particles from the interface is due to repulsive van der Waals interactions between the particles and ice, while particle entrapment by the ice front is due to opposing viscous forces in the liquid. External fields (magnetic, electric, or acoustic) applied during directional solidification can be used to remotely control colloidal particles and tailor the resulting microstructures and mechanical properties of freeze cast scaffolds. Under magnetic fields (the most studied of the three), magnetite or surface-magnetized particles form chain-like clusters that produce scaffolds with aligned bridges or lamellar walls, depending on the colloidal and magnetic properties of the system, such as particle radius and field strength. The resulting wall and bridge alignments have been shown to enhance the compressive properties of freeze cast scaffolds. Under electric fields, restructuring of supercooled 
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